Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD)
Street Therapy
Corporate Health Dynamics University
A Worldwide Institution Centered on Playology
Corporate Health Dynamics University (CHDU) – a worldwide institution, is recruiting
participants to take part in establishing the highest level of learning ever conceived for
empowering anyone or any organization to achieve his, her or its vision with precision
all through the power of play. CHDU was designed for teaching people from all walks of
life how to master the biggest game in town, hands down – CHD Street Therapy.
CHDU, featuring CHD Street Therapy, is a God inspired, scientific methodology, fully
operational with implications for universal application. This game plan has an app for
everything specific to all areas regarding spiritual health, healing and prosperity. Also, it
is very dynamic for aligning our minds with our spiritual design, thus eliminating illness,
prolonging life and inspiring positive behavior in all living systems.
This game plan aligns with all matters of health and represents the greatest secret
seldom told: there is absolutely, positively nothing dysfunctional within the human body
and its dynamics. Any dysfunction that occurs within any living system is the result of
the powerful influence of the infamous streets – amoral social and societal conditioning,
as measured by the "Performance Appraisal Indicator (PAI) - Your Blueprint for
Personal, Professional and Spiritual Empowerment ‘PLAY’ Book.”
The CHD Street Therapy game plan, using the PAI, does not measure medical outcomes;
it does more. This methodology measures the extent to which our minds are aligned or
misaligned with our spiritual design – the CHD model. Participants who attend CHDU
will focus on mastering the dynamics of inner wisdom where we become inner
connected with our true nature – God’s influence, as opposed to becoming outer directed
by street influence.
Once totally or optimally aligned, we human beings automatically matriculate to higher
levels of spiritual consciousness (one with God) where no medical or pharmaceutical
intervention is required. When we reach the spiritual level we discover the truth that
gives us the power to restore our spiritual selves to wholeness, as measured by the PAI.
This CHD Street Therapy methodology (game plan) is unprecedented and it is like no
other research methodology ever applied (30 years in the making). CHD is a valuesbased model that leads to a perfect correlation in every play performance imaginable. It
advances a data-based model since the CHD model is contingent on the data fitting the
model as opposed to the model fitting the data. Best-fit scenarios involving random
sampling found in conventional studies are often left with margins of error.
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Attending CHDU allows us to explore the power of God within the CHD model based on
the values we have learned to embrace. Therefore, the CHD model serves as our
Performance Goal (PG) and represents the human body and its dynamics. The two
words “street” – Performance deficit (–Pd) and “therapy” – Performance Score (PS)
determines the extent to which our personal and professional value systems, during
play, are aligned or misaligned with our true nature – the power of God.
The variables (PG) + (– Pd)(PS), also referred to as (CHD) + (Street)(Therapy), make up
the first three variables within a values-based equation (VBE). We human beings put
this VBE into play everyday in search of feelings of comfort or our measures of pleasure,
resulting in an emotional Performance Factor (PF). This PF is what fuels our passion to
play. Our Performance Disposition (PD), characterized by our PF, represents how we
perform day in and day out and how we choose to respond to the circumstances and
situations beyond our control, as measured by the PAI.
Thus the VBE, (PG) + (-Pd)(PS) = (PF), leads to clarity in spiritual health, healing and
prosperity. Every day we put the VBE into play to make values-based decisions that may
or may not satisfy our purpose of being one with our true nature – the power of God.
What this suggests is that our life, business, health and happiness will gain added value
to the tune of unlimited wealth, perfect health and the re-creation of our spiritual self, as
long as we maintain the integrity of the CHD model set within the VBE.
CHD Street Therapy is an exact science and a revolutionary VBE that can be applied
within any organizational system/setting for advancing the evolution of human
potential in every aspect of our lives. For example, once we human beings achieve our
objectives in spiritual alignment (spiritual health, healing and prosperity), there is no
limit to what we are capable of achieving – a play revolution that serves as the ultimate
expression of human performance.
The CHDU PAI VBE serves as a circular equation as opposed to a linear equation. A
circular equation is complete and represents every aspect of spiritual health, healing and
prosperity. The VBE has the propensity to effectively eradicate illness, make learning
effortless, and make personal and professional mastery a reality, when played out
according to its design.
Further, The VBE represents each of the four survey items on the PAI expressed as,
“opposites of equal proportions of power that bilaterally manifest a third power of one.”
We are all a third power of one and a product of two, which suggests that every living
being is a play performer within this equation. This equation is all-inclusive.
Housed within each VBE survey item is an inverse relationship between material values
(–Pd) and spiritual values (PS). When put into play, these two variables determine the
extent to which our personal and professional value systems are aligned or misalign
with our true nature – the power of God. This VBE represents how everything in life is
played out and how we human beings put that power into play.
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Most importantly, the CHDU PAI VBE represents how every spiritual being is born into
the spiritual realm of time and space – the CHD model – then enters and spends a short
period of time meandering within the material world, and then returns home to the
spiritual realm of time and space at the end of its worldly experience.
Truths Regarding the CHDU PAI VBE:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The CHDU PAI VBE represents how everything in life is played out.
The CHDU PAI VBE is the only equation that represents the human body and its
dynamics.
The CHDU PAI VBE represents every law in the universe.
The CHDU PAI VBE eliminates any idea or concept of illness within the spiritual
realm of time and space – the CHD model.
The CHD model, housed within the VBE, is the most reliable test lab known to
science, and it can be authenticated as the ideal model for sophisticated scientific
research.
When we put the CHD model into play, using the VBE, we automatically
matriculate to higher levels of spiritual consciousness and become one with God.
The VBE establishes that it is our play performance that determines our level of
health, and not the administration of pharmaceuticals.
The objective of the VBE is to maintain the integrity of the CHD model throughout
our lives.
The VBE is characterized and operationalized by the statistical geometric
positioning of the earth in relation to the sun.
Every living being’s Performance Goal (PG), based on the VBE, is to restore our
spiritual selves to wholeness and one with God.
The CHDU PAI VBE indicates that every human being is a third power of one
(with God), a product of two, and that in turn is what re-creates our spiritual
selves anew here on earth.
The VBE’s Performance Energy Levels (PELs) can be found in every living thing,
a.k.a. DNA. This energy has always existed and can never be destroyed or created.
The CHDU PAI VBE performance scale ranges from 0 – 6. The value 0 indicates
that we are totally aligned with our spiritual design, and the value 6 indicates that
we are seriously misaligned with our spiritual design.
The value 0 indicates our port of entry into the material world and the value 6
indicates that our PELs serve as an anchor that prompts us to gravitate back in
the direction of our true nature – the value of 0 (the power of God).

Our PELs have always existed throughout the entire universe and can never be
destroyed or created. This truth makes that part of us that is spiritual our true nature
and one with God. Unfortunately, it is our spiritual selves that often emerge as a result of
emotional turmoil.
We can see how our spiritual selves emerge and play out all over the media every time
there are mass shootings, weather disasters and terror attacks on humanity.
Fortunately, the CHD Street Therapy game plan (methodology) was designed by none
other than God Almighty as a source for fun that leads to a force of one where we come
together in the spirit of play instead of the atrocities of dismay.
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This game (and the human body) provides Guidance, encourages Obedience and assures
Deliverance (GOD) to higher levels of spiritual consciousness. The game serves as a wesearch design in order to bring us together without having to be prompted by a disaster.
Since we were made in God’s image, I discovered over the years that CHD is synonymous
with GOD, as the CHD model illustrates.
Although I claim credit for putting this game plan together over the years, it was God
and Jesus who were my Dissertation Chair and Committee Members, respectively. God
guided me along the way while I was writing my dissertation titled, “The Influence of
Spiritual Leadership Dynamics (SLD) on Organizational Performance – A Values-based
Phenomenon.”
While I was writing this game plan, I experienced epiphany after epiphany. This is God’s
grand work. There is no way I could have ever designed such a marvelous work without
the guidance of my dissertation committee – God and Jesus.
God has put me on a path to find fertile soil to get His game plan out here on the streets.
Over the years, I have presented CHDU – A Worldwide Institution Centered on Playology
– to many educational institutions, health organizations, corporations, and medical
establishments. Many of these institutions regarded CHDU as not being in the best
interest for further study. This study is complete, unique and concrete in spirit.
Further study favors the corporate and industrial world’s agenda that is more aligned
with profitable gains through science and technology than advancing the evolution of
human potential through a Worldwide Institution Centered on Playology.
Now, God has led me to you and everyone I meet out here on the streets as a final
attempt to ask you all if you would be so gracious as to allow me to present God’s grand
plan, CHDU, to you. Attending CHDU teaches us how to use the VBE to make valuesbased decisions based on spiritual values (good) over material values (evil).
If any one or any organization chooses to disagree with or discounts the above findings
regarding CHDU and its objective for advancing the evolution of human potential in
every aspect of our lives, I would welcome the opportunity for anyone to prove
otherwise.
Our performance goal (PG) is to be whole…and there is no force greater than the power
of God, when we are at play attending CHDU – a source for fun that leads to a force of
one with God.
Welcome to the future,

Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified CHD Playologist
President of Corporate Health Dynamics University
Inspirational Speaker, Author
oliver@streetherapy.com
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